[Effect of the enkephalin derivative DAGO on neuronal behavior and activity in the neocortex and hippocampus of rabbits during the acquisition of conditioned defense and inhibitory reflexes].
After subcutaneous injection of 25 mkg/kg morphine-like opiate--DAGO a decrease was observed of probabilities of rabbits movements at light flashes--defensive reflex signal. The level of the background neuronal impulse activity became gradually lower in the sensorimotor cortex and the hippocampus and did not change in the visual cortex. Decrease and restoration of responses to the reinforcing stimulus (electrocutaneous limb stimulation) in all studied cortical zones proceeded in one direction while there were significant differences in dynamics of responses to inhibitory and reinforced light flashes depending on the studied cortical zone and biological significance of the stimulus. Appearance is discussed of particular characteristics of neurones systemic organization during learning at change of reinforcement properties under the influence of the studied substance, as well as similarity of some features of mechanisms of internal inhibition elaboration in a defensive situation and of properties of positive reinforcement.